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Lighting spotty

>

Duarte’ S

daughter

but sufficient

# abducted

ler Speech and Hearing Clinic on
. West Cantey Street
was diagnosed as
Staff Writer
being too dark, and the old incandescent lights were replaced with high
In the wake of recent attacks on
pressure sodium lighting, which proTCU students, and similar incidents duce brighter light and require much
over the past several months, ques- less maintenance, Fielding said.
‘tions have been raised concerning the
But even with the improvements,
adequacy of campus lighting. But at problem areas still remain. The area
least two university authorities agree around the main campus tennis courts
that students can find the lighted has been the subject
of many compath.
plaints.
“You could easily pick one path
“Most people do their walking bewith good lighting on campus,”
sai
fore midnight, with the library closing
‘Physical Plant Assistant Director at 12:00. As long as your tennis court
Buck Fielding. “If you wanted to go lights are on, you're in good shape,”
your own way, you could certainly Proffer said. “But after they go off,
find some dark areas.”
you do need supplemental lighting.”
Dean of Students Libby Proffer
But with the lights going off at 10
said, “You can’t always take the shor- p.m., there are many hours
of darktest distance between two points. But ness late at night around the courts.
if you are concerned, you can find the Proffer said that there has been dislighted way to go.”
cussion about the lighting around the
Proffer said students too often take courts, and there is a good chance that
unnecessary risks by walking through
measures soon will be taken to allevidark areas when they could almost as ate the problem.
easily walk along a lighted sidewalk.
But such measures cost money-a
“They do go through the dark lot of money, Proffer said.
areas,” Proffer said, “because we're
“Most of us are accustomed to
all kind of accustomed to doing that. buying a dollar-and-a-half bulb and
TCU generally feels like a safe place, a thinking that'll solve the problem,”
good place, everybody's my buddy.
she said. “But this kind of lighting is
But you can’t always do that anyvery expensive.”
more.”
Proffer estimated that projects
“We recommend they use some of similar to the erection of the light
the areas we have lighted until we get standard near Foster cost in excess of
more lights put up,” Fielding said.
$10,000.
“We have tried to light specific areas.
“Money is your big problem when
Other areas... will appear dark.”
you've got any kind of repair. Both
Some areas do appear dark. But a
groups (the university administration
group consisting of students, Physical
and the Permanent Improvements
Plant employees, and Proffer makes a
Committee) have to decide how much
“light walk” once a year to determine
money is available and what the
what areas of the campus need atten- priorities are.”

By John Paschal

Salvadoran chief
|.: shaken but firm
SAN

SALVADOR,

El Salvador

44 AP- Six heavily armed kidnappers
»" seized the eldest daughter of Presiy dent Jose Napoleon Duarte as she arrived for classes at a private university, wounding a bodyguard and killing
her driver.
The kidnappers, dressed in civilian
clothes, opened fire on the bodyA guards of Ines Guadelupe Duarte
5
3 ¢ » Duran, 35, dragged her from her car
und forced her into a van Tuesday,a
presidential adviser said. She was unharmed when last seen.
A somber Julio Adolfo Rey Prendes, Duarte’s closest adviser and
secretary of culture and communications, told reporters Tuesday night
¥

+ that there had been no contact with

"the kidnappers.
No one claimed responsibility, but
a presidential security captain at the
scene said “certainly it was the guerrillas,” who have been fighting the
U.S.-backed government for the past
six years.
In Wednesday's morning broad. cast, monitored here, the leftist guerrillas’ Radio Venceremos made no
mention of the kidnapping.
A senior Salvadoran military officer, who asked not to be identified for

security reasons, said the government
"has contacted leaders of the Roman

Catholic Church, asking them to try
to find out who was responsible for the

tion.

kidnapping

In Washington, President Reagan
condemned what he called a “tragic
criminal act typical of those who
oppose democracy and justice” and
sent a message to the Salvadoran
president offering “heartfelt
concerns and
prayers” for his daughter's safety.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said Reagan offered the
Duarte government whatever investigative and law enforcement assistance that might be helpful in freeing
her and bringing her captors to justice:

A few recommendations were
made after last year's walk, some of
which
are already in the works. A light
standard is being constructed at the
southwest corner of Foster Hall, on
. the corner of North and Circle drives.
“It's been a dark area for a number
of years,” Fielding said.
An outside contractor is doing the
work because Physical Plant employees “already have projects and
wanted that lighting up as quickly as
High perspective - Students take a break from the heat in the Student Center.

Joe Wiliams
/ Staff Photographer

possible,” he said.

The sidewalk area outside the Mil-

Please see Duartes, Page 4.

That decision is difficuit, Permanent Improvements Chairman Ed
Gough said. With a limited budget
and a desire to represent as many students as possible, the committee must
“Realistically, with six to eight
thousand dollars, that’s not enough
money at all,” he said.

Gough said if students think there
is a problem-lighting or anything
else-the committee would like to
have the feedback.

‘Loo-ah-vuhl’ known for more than the Derby
Seven Skiff staff members
write ab"Seon Sl
fl members aie ob
perspective of diverse sections of
North America in a seven-part series.

Nestled in the
Valley along the
River, Louisville
heritage with an

heart of the Ohio
banks of the Ohio
is a town rich in
eye toward the fu-

Wnipeg. Conade

Couisville
NM
was first settled in 1778.
It was incorporated
into a city in 1828,
and began setting trends soon afterward-such
as that proud day in 1840
when it became
the first U.S. city to

town—Fort Worth.
Sixth
in a series

get gas lights.

Staff Writer
Call it Derby Town. Call it River
City. Call it the hometown
of Muhammed Ali, but please don't call it “Looee-ville.”
As any native will more than gladly
» inform you, correct enunciation of the
sale of this colorful city is “Loo-ah” Bumper stickers around town

y to that fact.
Bumper stickers and billboards

Sleefbout

Eo

is one

In 1842 the Kentucky School
for the
Blind was founded. From its humble
beginnings that school has grown into
“a modern institution
which includes
the American Printing House for the
Blind-the world center for Braille
printing.
The earliest recorded
variety show
took place in Louisville in the late
1870s. The variety show soon evolved
and captured the imagination of all
‘America in what is referred to now as
vaudeville. |
Louisville
remains a cultural center
today, hosting the nationally rekmowned Actor's Theatre and Louisvil-

le Orchestra. The recent International Bluegrass Festival, sponsored by

Kentucky

Fried Chicken, was held

The city even boasts Hollywood
credits, for Bill Murray's antics in

{TCU cadet a standout

“Stripes” were filmed in downtown
and nearby
Fort Knox.
What began as a modest livestock
enterprise
in one of the city’s older
sections has
into one of the
world’s largest
pork markets. (That

be proud
of. When you consider
the
fact that the cost of living is low and
that the housing rate is one of the very

ae

pelted

one Ll

‘bred racing's coveted Triple Crown,
:

Please see Sports, Page 4.

Anti-Communists

a

percentage

the calets were selected, Wilkins

The scholarship includes full tuition for three years, a book allowance
aad $108 ex sonth fr personal er
De iainct is by no ineans a Stranger
to the Air Force. Her father was in the
Air Force and retired from Carswell
Air Force
Base in 1983. She said that
her father’s involvement in the Air
Force influenced her decision todi

sue the service as a career. She

INSIDE hold fund-raiser
The AIDS scare, not the disease,
ig the real epidemic in today’s society. Skiff Opinion-Pagé editor
Stephanie Cherry urges people to
stop worrying so much and start
spending the time and effort
needed to cure the crippling disease and help the victims. Opinion
Page 2.

IWEATHER

+

ADDISON,

Texas

(AP)-

Money

‘For the first time in who knows
| how long, the high temperature to-

expected

to be only in the

, mainly because of a 30
ace

of

The low tonight

ference.

About

300 people

are ex=

and power dominated the shop talk pected
to attend the conference, orgaaround the Registry Hotel as resist- nizers say.
ance leaders from around the world
“We've come to show the world
gathered at the World Anti- what they Soviets) hoan when they
Communist League conference.
talk about peace,” Afghan rebel
Fa
. Those
at the meeting Tuesday said
Martin, 20, os, Afghan rebel aldul
BET
acai ea ar Lo
tical support from the public for their
causes.
: “Each country has a different way of

struggle,” said Bee Moua, who be-

longs to a group aiding Laotian guer-

i

“By R.-Martin Coleman

distinction is admirable only if you Jowest
in the country, it’s no surprise
don’t happen to be cruising past the that Rand McNally rates Louisville
as
the ninth most desirable place. to live
stockyards.)
Louisville has continued its trend- in the United States.
setting influence well into the 1980s
All of this is fine and good. Butasa
in the areas of architecture and, of ‘native or local resident will explain,
the people of Louisville aren’t really
i Humana Corporation has com- concerned with all of these things.
pleted construction of a building in . Heritage, landmarks, trend-setting
‘the heart of downtown that is an they re nice things
to write about, but
‘architectural wonder. It is progres- you won't hear them in the course ofa
sive to the point of drawing criticism local conversation.
from homefolk, but has received inWhat's really on a Louivillian's
ternational acclaim from designers
mind, the heart and soul of the city
and architects.
and its real source of pride, is sports.
It's old news by now to mention
Louisville
is a city for all seasons, and
that Louisville
is the home of Dr. Wil- as the seasons change, so do the sportliam DeVries and his Jarvik-7 artificial fag events that charge the ww wih
heart transplants.
But how many people know Louisville
is the only place
As spring warms to summer,
the
in the world where doctors perform
transition
is marked by the “Run for
ear transplants?
It is evident the city has plenty to the Roses.” The Kentucky

rillas. “We hope to share with our

friends from other
and to learn from

‘

of the world
them.”

eprecatatves of ant-comeunis

in Nicaragua, Afghanis-

AIDS won't go away with worry, only work
Our nation is in a

state of panic.
No, it’s not because of the prospect of a nuclear
war. It’s because of
a disease that can
kill. It’s called
AIDS.

Stephanie
Cherry

Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome has taken
the lives of about

6,300 Americans since 1979. Another 6,300

cases have been reported, and experts say the
number of cases is doubling every 10 months.
Justifiably, the situation has caused anxiety
and fear. After all, no one wants to die.
But the fear is being carried too far. There
are some 230 million people in this country.
Only a small number of people, less than one
in 18,000, have been afflicted with the dis-

ease, which leaves its victims with virtually no
immune system to fight germs and viruses.
Research to date shows that AIDS is spread

after the disease was brought into the public

comm
and are
un
greatly
it
discrimi
y
nated

spotlight
by the news in late July that actor
Rock Hudson was suffering
from the illness ls
In Kokomo, Ind., 13-year-old Ryan White
a hemophiliac, has been barred from
srooms after contracting AIDS
a
blood transfusion. Parents
and school
i
nistrators are afraid the disease will be spread
to others, regardless
of the CDC's statement

show to air at 7 p.m., Sept. 19.
All of these are commendable
bouts involved should be applauded: But we
more.
. We need more volunteer organizations
to

against.

One medical doctor in New York City who
treats AIDS patients was evicted from the

»

building in which he practiced-primarily because people in the building didn’t want AIDS
walkingt

help AIDS patients 384 theif sur’; vors cope

the illness and the isolation
they fcc’ |

su
sha the vicki
and react to them as if they were hardened

that most school-age
AIDS victims should be

Hudson's aunt, Lela Scherer, said, “Never

allowed to attend classes and after-school
daycare.
;
Even the military's action is adding to the
problem. The Defense Department has decided to screen all military recruits for expo-

would we think that he would be that (gay).
H urns {uss shways sues 4 goad person .

sure
to AIDS, beginning Oct. 1.

Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps

recruits will be required to undergo blood
tests to detect exposure to the virus. Those
pu
:
who test positive will be denied enlistment
It’s time Americans
got over this narrowinto the services unless they prove they're not minded attitude, off their worrisome rockers
carriers of the disease.
Although Dr. William Mayer, assistant defense secretary for health affairs, is aware of

-

because of it.

We need more programs educating

th

8

general public about the methods of transmis-§ | sion

Shredding itof ff that perso

will sver

disease. Until better testing is available,
blood that tests p
is not used.

the effects of the virus. We also need

more programs educating gays about the dis-

ease and
promiscuous

them to alter their sexually
act health officials

Another positive step is that AIDS support say can greatly reduce the chances of becomhave
up in several cities, offer- ing a victim.
:
ing both physical and emotional help.
Think about it. Do something about it. Af
On a local level, medical
have ter all, helping out is always better than sitting

joined with various

to help edu-

around passing judgment.

=’

{

dent that it can’t be transmitted in that way
(through casual contact).”
Homosexuals, hemophiliacs and abusers of
It's pathetic that we can’t rely on more
injectable drugs are the people most affected. rational behavior from people with as much
Rather than wasting energy worrying, we
responsibility
as our military and educational
should be using our money and labor to find a
leaders have been given.
cure—or even a way to help make the victims
Even after death AIDS victims are not free
feel a little less isolated and condemned.
from the walls built between them and the
The Center for Disease Control in Atlanta rest of the world by those who fear contracting
found that casual contact does not pose any the disease.
risk. A researcher at the University of CaliforUndertakers and funeral home employees
nia at San Francisco said that preliminary stuin New York, Los Angeles
and St. Louis have
dies indicate kissing doesn’t spread the dis- refused to embalm or even dress AIDS vicease either, and that it appears getting the
tims.
virus into the bloodstream is necessary in
But rejection is not only felt by AIDS petransferring it from one person to another.
tients. Because gays are the group with the
Yet research evidence hasn't given much
greatest chance of contracting the disease,
relief to the fear-gripped nation, especially they are practically shunned by the rest of the
through sexual contact, contaminated needles

=

£

Stephanie Cherry is the opinion page editor of the Skiff
f
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the CDC's statements, he says he’s “not confi-
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‘
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2

halt.

and blood transfusions.
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Public is victimized
when news withheld

The story deserved
front page play under
As part
of their coverage, Washington area
any definition of news. As state attorney
television reporters focused on people waiting
general Stephen H. Sachs put it, “That (rein line to withdraw
their money. What mostly moving Levitt) was no ordinary
managemen ot
emerged
was not a denunciation of the bank- change. That was a very significant
change , it
ing practices that precipitated
the crisis, but
was like taking a face off Mount Rushmore.”
criticism of the media for reporting it.
The practical effect of the story was to put
Eleanor Randolph, who covers the media thousands of ordinary depositors on a par with
for The Washington
Post, provided a graphic
professional investors, who, it turned out,
account of depositor reaction in the newspaper's May 26 edition. Wrote Randolph:
“As they waited in lines, customers were
frustrated and in some cases angry, especially
at the Sun. Some turned their backs on all
reporters in protest. Others shouted at
camera crews.
.

{

“Baltimore widow Wilma Michelson, for

| example, took one look at the immobile line

where she was standing and told Post reporter
- Sari Horwitz pointedly: “This was a result of
sensational journalism.”

.

“Einer ‘Johnny’ Johnson, Maryland Gov.

.

Harry Hughes’ chief of staff, bellowed at re-

© porters: The name of the game in this is confi-

po
7)
be

ene. Yon make it very diffeult. You boroue
story
no longer
are reporters.
DCTs
ers ngs awe reporters.

pictures
of lines.”

:

TCU DAILY SKIFF

up the Sun a few weeks hence and read for the
first time about some of the things that had
been going on in Old Court.
A reasonable
guess is that they would rush °
to line up for their
id accuse their
newspaper
of letting them down.

Grant Diliman is the director of the First Amendment
Center of the Society of Professional
Journalists
: Room 2918-|

P.O. Box 32029, TCU, Fort Worth, TX 76120
921-7428 or Ext. 6560
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Scalpers serve

need, selves

In the 1800s “scalping” referred to the removal of hair
In Texas, unlike in other states, scalping is legal. In
by certain Indian tribes and even a few white people.
fact, some scalpers have gone professional by setting up
Today, the word's connotation hasn't improved very. business in office buildings and calling themselves “ticket
much, but perhaps the criticism is premature and too brokers.” These independent brokers hire, among
harsh
others, vagrants, unemployed workers and ne’er-doTicket scalping is commonly defined as buying tickets ‘wells to sit in these lines and buy tickets.
for the regular price and selling them for a profit. Most
There are some drawbacks to scalping.
scalping takes place at athletic events like the Super
Those who buy tickets off the street run the risk of

Bowl, not at concerts. One ticket agent called the Super

Bowl “the single biggest scalping event since Little Big
Horn.”

But recently, there has been quite a bit of fuss about the
scalping of concert tickets. Anyone who has seen the

various posters around campus advertising Bruce Spring-

steen tickets knows that the going rate is considerably
more than the original price.
How about $750 for a second-row ticket that cost only

$19?

It is ironic that scalping has been prevalent for the

Boss's Sept. 13 and Sept. 14 concerts. At a Los Angeles

concertin 1981, Spring
toldste
his audienc
ene, “If you've
gotta pay $200 for a ticket that’s marked $12.50, it’s not

buying counterfeit tickets. Also, some people wait in line f

|

for hours and don’t get tickets. It should be noted, however, that most, if not all, people who sit in line all night are

able to purchase tickets:

There are many advantages to scalping. Fans who can’t
afford to take the day off to wait in line still can obtain the
tick
after ets
a markup. If people are willing to buy some-

thing that’s for sale, then what's wrong with that?
We Americans love to brag about the benefits of the
free enterprise system. Ticket scalping is merely the

effort of some people legally buying something and selling

it for
a profit. But like all things in business, we need
guidelines and restrictions to ensure fairness. There
should be some in this case.

Four
years ago, the Dallas City Council approved
an R
right, and you shouldn'
stand fortit. Tickets should go to
ordinance
that
outlawed
scalping
within
200
feet
of
the
the fans, not the scalpers.”
place where the event occurs. In addition, Texas lawmak- |* s
Rainbow Ticketmaster, which sold the Dallas tickets, ers should consider meas
that would
ur
crack down on
established limits on how many tickets a person could people who sell tickets on the street because ofes
the possi-

buy. When tickets went on sale on Aug. 28 for the Friday bility of counterfeiting.

concert, they sold out in four-and-a
hours.-half
Saturday's

tickets sold out the next day in less than four hours.

:

Scalping dese=ves to be legal, and these laws would

help to eliminate the criminal element.

ey

i

Jeffrey Lefitt.

stitution.

|

- os

Another depositor who appeated op telovi
sion obviously knew his way around the finanCriticism heaped on the media for its hand- cial pages. He criticized
the Sun “for plying
ling of the hostage crisis caused some reporthe story on the front page intead of the finanters
and editors to fall back on the old argucial pages where fewer people would have
ment that the bearer of bad news is all too seen it.”
often punished instead of the people
or events
He said this would have minimized the
who actually create the news.
panic. What he really wanted was for the papIt was an almost predictable response. It.
er to display the story in a way that would have
has been used so often, in fact, that
it has lost
warned him but left most of his fellow deposimuch
of its force. But perhaps
it is so often
tors ignorant. Iromically; he accused the
used because it so often applies, not only to
media of “selfishly” exploiting the situation to
the hostages but to other cases closer to home.
Rather than taking refuge in an old bromide, however, newspapers and broadcasters
would
do better to emphasize that the public
is the victim when news is suppressed.
Consider the Maryland Savings
& [Loan crisis, which forced the governor to shut down a
number of state-insured savings and loans after a Baltimore Sun story on management
to $100,000. Among
changes at one of them-Old Court Savings
announced removal of Old Court's president,
and Loan-was followed by a run on the in-

By Grant Dillman

distance company that
fo the ATT Table.
—come
You could
TC

wi

Walkman

|

Enter The Great ATeT Giveaway. Over 100 prizes will be awarded,
including a Sony Walkman® and a Swateh® Watch. Nothing to

f

buy, no obligation
to sign up for anything. Just fill out an

entry form, and you can win a great prize!

Learn about the Great AT2T Long Distance Service.
- You'll find that there are no surprises; you can
always
call on ATET for quality service and

guaranteed discounts.
Check
it out. After all, your local phone
company
may have already asked you to
choose a long distance service, or they
will soon. And you may have to choose
fast. So be prepared
and be informed.
And when it comes time to choose,

make the right choice.
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“That you, so respected an adveje of justice and democracy, should
attacked in this manner, along with
fms. 55 is a deep tragedy of our
imes,” Speakes said Reagan wrote
e.
! Duarte Duran, a divorced mother
of three, was taking courses in advertising and public relations at the New
San Salvador University on the west
ledge of the city. The director of her
father’s successful 1984 presidential
gampaign, she also directs San Salvador’s Radio Liberty.
: Rey Prendes, blinking back tears,
said President Duarte, who had been
working at home for the past few days
due to illness, was “very shaken but
very firm.”
Guerrillas have held 13 small-town

‘mayors in eastern El Salvador since

spring, demanding an accounting for
irebels they say were picked up by the
igovernment.
i Hf the guerrillas were responsible
“for the kidnapping, it would be their

:

On Derby Day, 100,000

cram onto the infield at Churchill

NICARAGUA

Downs for a
adventure into
insanity, while thousands more
actually watch the race from the
grandstands. The event is unparalleled in its ability to mix tradition and
glamour with absolute craziness, and
it brings an annual pilgrimage of participants from all over the world.
As the weather gets hot, so does
basebai! fever, as the city continues
its

most s

Miami coach

Howard

two outdoor restaurants in San Salva-

dor on June 19.
Witnesses said early Wednesday
that the military took unusual security
precautions

after

the

abduction,

quickly setting up several checkpoints
on roads leading out of the capital.
Duarte Duran was divorced a year
ago from Alfredo Navas, who heads
the government agency that oversees

moderate Christian Democratic Party, has for now cancelled his overseas
appointments, including a scheduled
visit to Boston University to receive

an honorary degree Sept. 20 and an
at the United Nations.
He said the wounded guard was in
serious condition at a private hospital
and that another guard escaped un-

Slowing down is more than
just a safer way to drive. It's also
‘a great way to save gas and
money. You'll get about 20 more
miles from ever; tank of gas if
you slow down from 70 to 55 mph
‘on the highway.

Promotions

general military ¢

Geka Robt Bares

lis, the city of Louisville stood still and
hoped, prayed and absolutely loved

is to be promotec

lly, she would like

their basketball Cardinals all the way
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Make-up

Call
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-Wardrobe/Styling

0923-7305

QUALITY TYPESET

-Fashion Modeling
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TV Commercials

3005 S. University
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-Hairstyling
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COPY SHOP
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SHOT

Trail
ATL

$4.74
$93.73

Chalk
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$y 3.70
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A National Car
~

Rental.

You deserve National attention.®

Bring to Bookstore
for cash refund.

~~

214-233-0855
817-276-1677
214-387-8966
817-335-1030

HOT SPOT

FORT WORTH
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Follow the Crowd
and Join the Fun
at Easy Money...
it's Action Packed!
Two Super Dance Floors
Great Dancing Music

|
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“*Pool Tables and Shuffle Board
‘Miami Vice Party Tuesdalong
ay
with the Sensuo
Sun Tan us
Contest
and $800
in Prizes
Terrific Anatomy Contest with

$400 Cash for Male and $400 Cash
for
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Subtle elegance in black, accented in white lace. The perfect
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TCU’s modeling and finishing school for 27 years.
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be. . . —now conducting a model search and Miss John Robert Powers 1986. . .

as Mauricio Alfredo Elena Palomares.
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promoted three

Louisville has known the sweet taste
of a national championship.
From forward Wiley Brown's first
‘utterance in 1980 of his prophetic,
“De "Ville is going to de Nap,” to the
moment MVP Darrell Griffith cut

:
ta
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tors—Louisville is his hometown and

If your dream is modeling. . . or just being the best person you can

r~
i

fire over the possibilty of winning
football games.
Schnellenberger’s presence if ¢
made especially exciting by two fac-

lar urban action since

rebel gunmen killed 13 people, in‘cluding four off-duty U.S. Marines, at

, Continued from
‘mined, Vuillemo
ling staff
and a fli
sergeant that call
‘4 _ The highest.
XROTC cadet ca
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national championship-the city is on

In the summer of ‘83, the team’s
first year in town, Louisville fans set
an all-time minor league attendance
record at more than 840,000. In '84,
attendance went past the 1 million
mark as the Redbirds won the American Association title. This past week
they have just captured their second
title in a row.
As the leaves
begin to turn, a hint of
fall in the air means one thing to the
people of Louisville: that's right, it
won't be long until basketball season
begins. But now that the University of
Louisville has purchased the gridiron
services of former University of

city buzzing with ex-

citement.
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ger-wh ose Hurricanes won the 1983]

birds, Triple A farm team of the St.
Louis Cardinals.
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‘mined, Vuillemot
was on the recruitibilty of winning
ling staff and a flight sergeant (a drill
sergeant that calls cadence) last year
The highest title an Air Force
er’s presence. i (4 4
XROTC cadet can earn is a master
citing
by two fac-"’
sergeant, and Vuillemot must be
iis hometown
and
moted three more times before
vn the sweet taste
she attains
this honor.
Promotions are based on written
Viley Brown's first
‘exams, performances
on the drill pad,
of his prophetic,
general military appearance and evato de Nap,” to the
Juations by flight commanders.
arrell Griffith cut ¥
i. According to Vuillemot, the higher
net in Indianapo- 4 4 J in rank a cadet achieves, the harder it
ville stood still and
is to be promoted. She said eventuali absolutely loved
lly, she would like to reach the master
rdinals all the way

ROTC

Force Base
house this summer.
As part of the Air Force ROTC
program, females
as well as males are
encouraged
to exercise. One require-

in the Air Force after graduation
are
greatly increased.

She said she will enter the Air
Force as a second lieutenant
and her

only

ning 1.5 miles in 14.23 minutes.
Physical activity will increase when
she ends an advanced training

“nursing at Harris Hospital, in addition

greatest concern is the human

=

misery

in those countries taken over

y communism.
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Steele said he became acquainted
with
2 number of minority students
on campus. He said he also became
involved with several student
groups.
Steele is adviser to the Black
Student

Caucus

environment.”

In line with his duties as intercultural affairs adviser, Steele has
several areas of concern.
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Need cash?
it's only a card away at the
PULSE/Doughboy
automated teller machine centrally located
on the main
fioor of the Brown-Lupton
Student Center, where you
can buy a book, grab a bite

in over

positions available now.

Steele returned to New York
where he assumed the position of |
resident hall director at State University of New York at Oswego
near Lake Ontario. Among his
duties while presiding over the 10story building was the training of

sandwiches,
and side orders
Great food for tailgate parties!
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Steele graduated from Urbana
University in Ohio in 1983 with a
. bachelor’s degree in psychology
and sociology. He later earned his
master’s degree from Indiana University of Pennsylvania in student/

like to rectify the lack of minority

is Cod calling JOu 10 vise
your skills for Him fullfor

is concerned about will eventually
become goals.
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he would like to organize a program to promote and stress closeness between the minority students and white students on
campus.
“The diversity of ethnic groups
was not as severe
(in New York) as
it is here,” he said, “but it was
much more racially tense at the
school that I came from.”
Steele described the raeial tensions as primarily
being “some incidents of name-calling in derogatory
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Steele said all the things that he |
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mem-

from the students
I have met,” he
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school program.

and has

bership on three committees of
Programming Council and the
Minority Affairs Council.
“I got some positive feedback

Must have 35mm camera. 732-3739.

being accepted at the Southwest YMCA.
Call 292-9612 for more information or come
by 4750 Barwick.

the issues concerning the apar-3
theid system in South Africa.
“Some people here don’t even
know what the apartheid
wystem is
all about, so they don’t see any real
need for a change,” he said.

In his first few woeks at TCU,
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leaders,

said, “the solution might be to ship
‘medicine
and even doctors to them.”

and the promotion of awareness of

July.

said, “and I feel good about the
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in workshops and seek
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and get some green
— up

to $300" a day — between
classes.
Or, use the Doughboy evenings
and on weekends when cashing
a check
can really
be a hassle.

rem

1 for 27 years.

to her regular duties within the Air
Force ROTC program.

cating the student body on the cus-

thought ab| out moving
from New York to Fort
Worth, which is really a big
move. . .. I am used to cold
weather and this weather is going
to take some adjusting
to,” he said.
Steele said he received an offer
to fill the position left vacant by
Patricia Kane, who resigned in

Care

i

rs 1986.
..

President Jimmy Carter's defense and
foreign policies.
He recently attracted attention
when he said White House national
security officials advised him on raising money for resistance movements
after Congress stopped CIA aid to
Nicaraguan rebels.

is to remain
an Air

Force nurse for at least four years.

ment Vuillemot
had to fulfill was run-

Continued from Page 1
h hat they’ ve decided better dead than
” Singlaub said.
i
primary philosophy is that
we're pro-freedom,” he said. “Our
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‘Arnold Air Society, an Air Force

Claude Steele noticed quite a
few changes from his native Har- lem when he arrived in Fort Worth
to take on a position
at TCU. The
most noticeable of these differ-
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Dynamic duo works ise

“Touchdown Man’
Heisman long shot

to leapFrog Ankrom

against Wisconsin.

University of Iowa's Ronnie

“

career.

Harmon,

a senior tailback for the

Hawkeyes, began his career as a wide
{ receiver for head coach Hayden Fry.
Harmon had 19 receptions for 299
yards

as a freshman,

including

two

touchdown catches in the 1982 Peach
Bowl.
As a sophomore, Harmon caught 35

passes for 729 yards and gained an
additional 208 yards on the ground,
indicating great things to come. For
Iowa and Harmon, those great things

.

.S

must also live in the shadows of Iowa's

other Heisman favorite, quarterback
Chuck Long.

Be

As a result, Harmon is probably a

FECT

he finds the endzone as much as he
has in the past, few sportswriters will
of Iowa's “Touchdown Man.”
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“I knew they were good,” Jiles said:
of Ankrom and Rascoe. “But not that
good.”
Please see No, Page 7.
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‘Touchdown Man’ - lowa tailback Ronnie Harmon returns from a broken
leg to try to add to his career total of 22 touchdowns.

We want to
cure cancer
in your lifetime.

American Cancer Societys,

going ir
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long shot in the race for the most coveted honor in college football. But if
be able to ignore the immense talents

© @©),

Frogs. But the Dynamic Duo of freshman redshirt David Rascoe and freshfan Ronald Jiles are just a step be-

ly hampered by his broken leg. He

games before Harmon was cut down

0 SE

the top signal caller for the Fightin’

Despite his impressive stats, Harmon’s Heisman chances were serious-

arrived in 1984, but lasted just nine

This space

Sophomore Scott Ankrom, who has
run the 40-yard dash in 4. 4 seconds, is

iles wants to

said.

gr

The

L._ Harmon is known around the state of
Iowa as the “Touchdown Man,” and

start.”

:

time, will
be a great player,” DeBesse

-

Staff Writer

wait and hope they might soon warTan Sosome playing time.
“The backup quarterback spot is
one of the toughest positions tobe in,”
said TCU quarterback coach Bob DeBesse. Even though each quarterback
has special talents, “only one guy can

“a.
Bes

By Grant McGinnis

: terback. For now, the other two must

)
t takes Hla
of Jim
Wa

ge

qualms about throwing Jiles or Rascoe
so David beinto the action. “More
cause
of his experience. But Ron, with

lf

team.

Class: Senior

lease.
But only one is TCU’ starting quar-

a smart son-of-

DeBesse said he would have no 1)’ He's gota 4

or

}

Height/Weight: 5-11/191

accurate. One has the quickest re-

Pounds.
aly. «
weights, oly

yi ”

EONS

i for good reason-he’s had 22 of them in
an injury-shortened, three-year

“He's the most gifted athlete I've
ever been associated with. Some of
his moves on the field of play are uncanny,” Fry said. “Ronnie makes the
best of any situation and often turns
bad plays into scoring opportunities.”
Harmon had three consecutive
100-yard games to start the season in
1984-132 yards vs. Ohio State, 191
yards vs. Illinois and 121 yards vs.
Northwestern. He was a consensus
All-Big 10 selection and made the
Sporting News second all-America

a

ND ESRI R CCAP

Position: Tailback
Hometown: Laurelton, N.Y.

One is the fastest. One is the most

UNIV. OR.

School: University of Iowa

said, “but if we feel
like we have to
a change, we won't hesitate at

make

Staff Writer

Harmon played last season at his
favorite position, tailback, and gained
an amazing 964 yards on the ground
and 318 yards through the air in just
nine contests, prompting Fry to call
him the best all-around running back *
in college football.

and he bench

“Scott is our starter,” Deloss

By John Paschal
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accurate arm i
He can run 40
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with a broken leg in the fourth quarter
Ronnie
Harmon
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But teams like Texas and SMU have

Continued from Page 6.

alternate his quarterbacks for the
$y David Rascoe
is that good. DeBes- third straight year. That's because
__ se said Rascoe “throws as well a ball as quarterbacks Tom Muecke and Cody
“anybody we've got.” But
a strong and Carlson are “unbelievably equal,”

krom

accurate arm isn't his only
ute,
He can run 40 yards in 4.57 seconds,
and he bench presses more than 350

starter,” DeBesse
feel like we have to
we won't hesitate at

id3

he would have no
owing Jiles or Rascot
“More so David be-

PoNot.ot only
does Rascoe hit the
he hits
the books, too. “He's

ves

a smart son-of-a-gun,” DeBesse said.
“He's got a 4-point-oh (grade point

{

gop)
at"
plenty of smarts to get the
of Jim Wacker’s veer. That's why
iles wants to learn the system first
going into an important situa-

ience. But Ron, with

eat player,” Detter

os is short of experience,” DeBesse said. “But mechanically, he is
‘way ahead of the game as a freshman.
Ties Got 2 quick: release than anybody we've had here.”
ic. But Rascoe is ready now. “He's
Yeally getting the system down,” DeBesse
LAURE

said.

“Execution-wise

he’s

g great.”

The TCU soccer team suffered its
second loss of the year Tuesday, falling 3-1 to Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene. The Frogs have yet to

DPY
I

snience

FICE SUPPLIES

LADY
i

come in a little nervous. But I'd be
ready. I'd be wanting to come in with
fhe big guys. 1 do have confidence in

1934

Bakery
's
Blue Bonnet
wv Harper

& dtoring Service

scored by junior Dave Larson, when

M OF LONDON

ELECTROLYSIS

masters: They are the Sint
terback. For now, Ankrom is the art.

Cea

he made a spectacular shot from 40
yards out. The goal was the first of
Larson's career at TCU.
; win this fall.
The Cowboys regained the lead for
TCU coach Dave Rubinson said the good on a free kick from 20 yards out'¥ players’ skills let them down. “The side the penalty box. The ball deguys played well, and they have a flected off a Horned Frog defender
good attitude,” Rubinson said. “They and slipped past freshman goaltender
3 vere not as good as they could have Phil Davis. Hardin-Simmons tallied
on another deflection later in the half.
The team is lacking experience,
The game was the third of the seaaccording to Rubinson, and he is still
“
son
for the Frogs. They dropped an
f experimenting with new players at
earlier
decision to 15th-ranked SMU
several positions. “They played pretty
by
a
count
of 3-0 after opening the
-well overall, but we should keep in
campaign
with
a 1-1 tie with North# Tnind that we're still a very young
east Louisiana.
team.”
Hardin-Simmons opened the scorTCU’s record now stands at 0-2-1.
ing less than a minute into the con- The Frogs next contest is Saturday
test, but thé Frogs tied it up at the when they play host to Midwestern
20-minute mark. TCU'’s lone goal was University at 2 p.m.

RC

in high school,” Jiles said. “I might

‘string bean. But if he becomes a myself,
Teaff said.
black-eyed pea, or if he doesn’t perWith ell three players having such
But that won't happen at TCU.
“Scott's our starting quarterback,” fora, His loly credentialswon't mean
competitive spirit, one might think
that there would be some animosity
Rascoe admitted.
“If Scott
hurt, or if he doesn’t between them. But the quarterbacks
However, a visitor to last Saturexecute, I be ready to step in and give no indication of that.
day's scrimmage might wonder who
“We get along fine,” Jiles said. “It’s
the starter is. Rascoe connected on 5 help the team,” Rascoe said.
DeBesse said it would be a gamea battle
on the field, but off the field
of 7 passes for 75 yards and 2 TDs.
to-game decision. Translation: there's we're buddies. If Scott's
on the field,
Jiles completed both of his passes for
him on. If Davids
on
touchdowns, totalling 67 yards. Ank- no reason for Rascoe and Jiles to stop I'll be cheering
the field, I'll be cheering
him on. And
rom ‘carried the ball 6 times for 36 working hard. Chances come, and go,
quickly. Chances don’t come to your
if I'm on the field, I think theyll be
yards and a touchdown and completed 5 of 9 passes for 44 yards and door and say; “I'll be in the lounge.
cheering me on.”
Call me when you're ready.”
Rascoe echoes that kind of respect.
another touchdown.
Are Rascoe
and Jiles ready? Will
“When you see someone else do
Although each quarterback played
good, it makes you do better. With
against the third- and fourth-string they be prepared if called into action
during, say, the SMU game?
Scott and Ron out here, you've got to
defenses, Jim Wacker said, in the
“That's a big game,” Rascoe said.
have your head in the game and push
understatement of the day, “All ofoour
“We'll all be nervous. But you've got
yourself. It'll make each one of us a
quarterbacks executed well.”
better quarterback,” he said.
They executed the defense, too.
to forget about the game and the
Better, yes. But, as Rascoe said,
The trio completed a combined 12 of crowd and go out and perform. Sure,
“The best one’s gonna get the job.”
18 passes for 186 yards and five touchI'll be nervous.”
downs.

¥Soccer team loses in Abilene

se see No, Page7.

“It’s a different league. It's not like

than the Frog's non-
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TCU Cookies
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Jos Wiliams / Staff Photographer

Gimine that ball - TCU quarterbacks
Ron Jiles (left) and David Rascoe

(right) are fighting for the backup role to Horned Frog starter Scott ArKtom|
Jiles is a freshman while Rascoe was redshirted in 1984.
;
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JuzROve YOUR SELF IMAGE : Remove unwanted hair permanently
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face, chin, eyebrows, underarms, bikini lines, legs. ALL-ORGANIC
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STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKET POLICY
Student
Ticket Office—East Side of Stadium
eta

L GAMES (TCU Stadium)
1. HOME FOOT
A. Your ID Card will serve as your identification in obtaining
your student football ticket.
B. If you lose or misplace your ID Card, a replacement may be
purchased through the Business Office for $10.00.
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C. You will be issued a RESERVED

SEAT TICKET. Both your

ticket and your ID Card will be needed for admittance to the game.
D. TCU students are admitted ONLY through the Student
/ Gate at the south end of the East Stands.
F. You are allowed ONE ticket per ID Card; however, one
: student is allowed 10 plek up as many as six student tickets with six
~ ID Cards.
F. If the TCU ID Card is used by anyone other than the owner
for admission
to the game, the card will be taken up and the owner
(TCU student) will forfeit all athletic privileges.
G. All tickets other than student tickets in the student section

are full price—$13.00.
(ONE ticket per student).

“A.

2 STUDENT TICKET OFFICE HOURS

(HOME

The Ticket Office for student tickets

GAMES)

to HOME football

| gamesis located directly in front of the stadium at the East Side Box
* Office.

\
X:

B. Hours: Sunday 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Monday 1:00 to 4:30 p.m.

~ Tuesday
1:00 to 4:30 p.m.
NO STUDENT TICKETS ISSUED AFTER TUESDAY. 4:30 p.m.
3. OUT-OF-TOWN GAMES
ALL tickets for games away from home are FULL PRICE and should
be purchased as soon as possible as our ticket allotment
is limited.
. ALL OUT-OF-TOWN
TICKETS ARE MAILED BACK AT NOON
- ON WEDNESDAY PRIOR TO SATURDAYS GAME
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"TCU BASKETBALL TICKET POLICY
THE TICKET OFFICE AT DANIEL-MEYER COLISEUM WILL VALIDATE YOUR ID CARD
FOR BASKET-

BALL GAMES ON NOVEMBER 10-13 (SUNDAY
; JHROUGH WEDNESDAY). YOU WILL BEGIVEN A PASS
YOUR ID CARD AND YOUR PASS WILL
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